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Executive Summary 
 
Soaring purple urchin populations have contributed to a greater than 90% reduction of northern 
California’s bull kelp forests. Human intervention to reduce the purple urchin population may 
allow localized kelp patches to grow. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife requested 
that our team develop a mechanical device to aid in the removal of the urchins. This document 
provides an update from the scope of work and details the process conducted to reach a scale 
final design. In this document, we provide background research to show our understanding of 
urchins and their effect on kelp forests. Then, we analyze the requirements and engineering 
specification that guided our solution to this problem. The solution we proceeded with is that of 
an ROV with a suction attachment and onboard storage container. We show the process by 
which we developed and selected ideas for a solution. Next, we explain the process by which we 
built and tested a scale design. Then, we explain in detail the layout of our scale design, and the 
materials required for the scale design. Finally, we will present the results of our testing, and a 
recommendation for how our design can be scaled up based on what we have learned. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Kelp forests along the northern California coasts and the species that live among them are 
disappearing at an alarming rate. A major cause of this phenomenon is the large increase of the 
purple urchin population. Dr. Cynthia Catton from the California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife has proposed to aid the restoration of the kelp forests with human reduction of the 
population of purple urchins. 
 
Our Purple Urchin Removal team consists of three mechanical engineering students from 
California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo. Our names are Kevin Marshall, Wil 
Gilbreath, and Cullen Goss. We have been tasked with creating a mechanical device that will be 
able to remove urchins from the sea floor at a faster rate than current methods. Ideally, the device 
should be operated from the surface because diving conditions are not calm enough for urchin 
harvesting 80% of the year. Surface operation would make for safer and more frequent urchin 
removal. In addition, the device will be designed to have little impact on the environment other 
than removing purple urchins. This means no bycatch (sea life other than urchins), no pumping 
of deep water to the surface, and no destruction to other parts of the sea bed. Finally, the device 
will avoid breaking open the urchins because a broken urchin may release reproductive tissue, 
resulting in artificial spawning particularly during the late Fall. 
 
This document begins with background information detailing existing options and relevant 
technologies, followed by a summary of the problem and clear goals for the solution. This 
includes specific, measurable, and time bound standards to ensure sponsor expectations are met. 
Then, the design process is mapped out with details on ideation techniques, decision methods, 
and scheduling. Next, we discuss some of the progress and challenges we have faced with the 
realization of the scale design. Then, we discuss our project planning and how we have 
developed this project. After that, we discuss how we built and tested our prototype, and how 
this testing shaped our recommendation for a future full scale design.  
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2 Background 
 
To be able to proceed with a solution to the problem posed by the sponsor, we needed to create a 
solid foundation of research on urchins, the issue at hand, and existing solutions. The harvesting 
of urchins is most often done by hand by a diver. Alternative solutions using Remotely Operated 
Vehicles (ROVs) and pumps do exist; however, these solutions often have design components 
that would violate certain needs of Dr. Catton. 
 
2.1 Customer Interviews 
Initially, we needed to learn more about urchins in general. Tom Moylan of the Cal Pier provided 
us with more insight into the life and behavior of the purple urchin. Interview notes from our 
interaction with him are recorded in Appendix A. Purple urchins are one of the smaller breeds of 
urchins and generally feed on drift kelp. Populations are usually kept low by natural predators 
like otters and sea stars. The decline in sea star population from wasting disease caused urchin 
populations to explode in certain locations. Drift kelp could no longer sustain the population, so 
they moved on to eating kelp from the holdfasts. Now more than 90% of northern California’s 
bull kelp forests are gone and a potential solution for recovery is to control purple urchin 
populations. 
 
The safety of the environment and the divers are of utmost concern to our sponsor, so the 
potential solution must improve on current methods on both of those regards. This could be 
accomplished by removing the need for a diver, ensuring minimal bycatch, minimizing urchin 
breakage, and transferring no deep water to the surface. Our sponsor’s next highest concern is for 
the device performance. Dr. Catton currently employs hand picking by divers and an airlift 
operated at the sea floor by a diver to vacuum urchins. These techniques only result in the 
removal of 200-600 urchins per hour in good diving conditions which is far less than the 
expected 1000 urchins per hour for our device. The final area of importance is budget. ROVs for 
this purpose currently retail for over $10,000 and diving equipment is expensive to buy and 
maintain. Our sponsor would like to keep manufacturing and upkeep costs as low as possible. 
Notes from the interview with Dr. Catton that are relevant to these needs are listed in Appendix 
A. 
 
2.2 Similar Products 
The purple urchin population is quite a narrow problem; however, a few solutions have been 
developed for their rapid removal. The first product and only patented method for this purpose is 
a device for sea urchin picking [1]. The tool associated with the method can be seen in Figure 1. 
The device requires a diver to take a hose down to the sea floor and suck up urchins to a filtering 
system onboard the boat, then the water is dumped back into the ocean at the surface. Much of 
the design of this product is involved with the filtering system onboard the boat. The device 
would fail to meet many of our sponsor’s wishes because is transfers deep water to the surface, it 
requires a diver, and would be incapable of removing strongly attached urchins.  
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(a) Overview (b) Internal design 
  
Figure 1. Urchin Collector Pump 
 
 
Another alternative solution is the SeaHarvester ROV, which is displayed in Figure 2. A test of 
this method was conducted by scientists Philip James and Sten Siikavuopio in Norway. The 
ROV was capable of retrieving more urchins per hour than the diver, leading to 56 kilograms 
more per day. In one of the videos posted of the ROV, it was reported that 140kg of urchins were 
collected in a 25 minute dive window. The major issue with the ROV is cost and dexterity. The 
ROV for this experiment was also roughly the size of a car, which would make it difficult to 
transport [2]. 
 
 
Figure 2. SeaHarvester ROV During Urchin Collection 
 
An additional method of collection is to trap urchins. There are a few different shapes of traps, 
but the most effective is the round trap shown in Figure 3. Cages are left on the sea bed with bait 
to lure the urchins in [3]. A benefit of this method is that it is “working” at all times; however, 
the catch rates are low in comparison to every other method (200 urchins after a 5-day waiting 
period) [4]. Traps rely on the urchins to move to the trap which happens very slowly. The traps 
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also have no way of preventing other sea life from entering. Traps could potentially be brought 
up with different kinds of urchins or sea stars. This would require extra time to sort through and 
safely return the bycatch. Dredging is the process of essentially raking the sea floor and catching 
everything in the path. Dredging of the sea floor creates many of the same problems also with the 
potential to break urchins which releases their reproductive cells into the surroundings during 
spawning season. 
 
 
Figure 3. Typical Sea Urchin Trap 
 
The airlift device employed currently by Dr. Catton and Jon Holcomb--a diver who specializes in 
collecting red urchins--operates in a manner similar to an airlift suction dredge. The airlift is a 
large U-shaped section of plastic tubing connected to a compressor. The compressor creates an 
area of low pressure at the top of the tubing to pull urchins up; then they fall down the other side 
into a net. This device has some clear advantages over traps and unaided divers. The simple 
design makes it straightforward to operate, repair, and adjust. It is made of affordable and readily 
available materials. With an urchin removal rate of around 500-600 urchins per hour it clearly 
outpaces an unaided diver. However, this design has notable disadvantages. The airlift is 11 feet 
tall, and due to this large size, it is susceptible to swells. This height also prevents the device’s 
operation in the shallow parts of the urchin barren, namely the range from about 6 to 12 feet. The 
airlift can become jammed with urchins, especially near the elbow as suction is lost and they fall 
towards the outlet. The airlift is still far too slow at removing urchins. A summary of these 
solutions can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of Existing Urchin Harvesting Methods 
Solution Pros Cons 
Airlift 
Safe for environment 
High dexterity 
Faster than solo diver 
Relatively slow 
Difficult to transport 
Requires diver 
Scuba diver 
Safe for environment 
High dexterity 
Slow 
Requires divers 
ROV 
Fair dexterity 
No diver 
Safe for environment 
Large internal holding tray 
Expensive 
Traps 
No diver required 
Constantly collecting 
Low catch rate 
Bycatch 
Dredging 
No diver 
High catch rate 
High urchin break rate 
Bycatch 
Patented 
Device 
Good dexterity 
Moderate catch rate 
Requires diver 
Water transport 
 
2.3 Related Technologies 
In addition to existing solutions to the exact problem of urchin collecting we also explored 
possible related technologies. One possible device that could be adapted for our use is a golf ball 
retriever. Golf balls and urchins are both small and roughly spherical. However, the golf ball 
retriever relies on golf balls not breaking during pick up. The golf ball machine would also not 
work well over uneven surfaces like the rocks that urchins often cling to. The tool is a rotating 
cylinder that picks up the balls as it rolls over them; an example can be seen in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Golf Ball Retrieval Contraption [5] 
 
Research was also conducted on materials that would be useful in salt water environments. There 
are many materials that will not corrode for a long time when exposed to constant salt water and 
UV. Unfortunately, many would be too expensive or pointlessly increase the weight of our 
device. Fiberglass works well in ocean environments, but it would be too expensive to use in 
large amounts. Stainless steel is both expensive and heavy. The final material option is plastics. 
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PVC, PET, and Isoplast are all common long-lasting materials used in aquariums which could 
work well for this application [6]. Discussion of the most important product characteristics in the 
next section will help decide which material best suits this application. 
 
Thrusters are another set of devices that could be useful for the movement of urchins after they 
are dislodged. A current challenge with the method used by California Fish and Wildlife is the 
size and strength of the airlift used to move the urchins to storage. A thruster is nothing more 
than a set of blades like a fan that are designed to efficiently move fluid from one side to the 
other, therefore providing thrust. This technology can be used to quickly pull urchins in whatever 
direction necessary to reach the storage container.   
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3 Objectives 
 
 The California Department of Fish and Wildlife wants to promote the regrowth of the kelp 
forests by removing purple sea urchins at a more rapid rate than current techniques with a device 
that can be operated by limited personnel in the water and minimal disturbance to the marine 
habitat. 
 
To achieve this objective, our team has analyzed the requirements, challenges, and goals 
contained in our task. Some of our initial benchmarking for requirements is listed in Appendix B. 
We first used a boundary diagram to get a visual understanding of what we have control over in 
this project. Once we figured out what we can manipulate, we found what our sponsor wanted 
and needed for us to complete this project. The "needs" are used to set requirements of what we 
have to complete, while the "wants" are evaluated as goals that are valuable to include but are 
not required. After this, we used the Quality Function Development process to analyze which of 
our requirements were most valuable, which allowed us to prioritize the most important goals of 
our project. The last analysis we completed to define our objectives was to create and analyze 
engineering specifications. This means specific and measurable metrics which we used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of our design. 
 
 
3.1 Boundary Diagram 
The boundary diagram is a way of showing which physical parts of our problem are under our 
control. Our sketch, shown in Figure 5, shows a basic urchin removal system. It contains a diver, 
a boat, the sea, the seabed, and urchins. Our boundary includes the diver, as our solution can 
involve a diver in some manner or remove the need for a diver. It also includes the anchoring of 
the boat because if our solution needs the boat to be anchored or moving, we can control that. It 
also contains the urchins, because we select the type of seabed and size of urchins we 
specifically target. 
 
 
Figure 5. Boundary Sketch of Urchin Removal System 
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3.2 Customer Needs/Wants 
The customer needs and wants are a basic list of requirements that must be fulfilled (needs) and 
attributes that are important but not required (wants). They are listed in Table 2. Many of them 
come directly from the problem statement, such as the urchin removal per hour and the depth of 
operation needs. These are both needs because they must be addressed for a proposed solution to 
work. Some wants are ease of transport and no special training required to operate the design. 
These are wants because they would be valuable if they were achieved, but if they were not met 
the design could still be used. For example, if the design took some training to master, it could 
still be valuable and better than current designs. 
Table 2. Customer Needs/Wants 
Needs Wants 
1. Urchins must be removed from sea floor  1. Easy to transport  
2. 1000 urchins/hr  
2. Resistive to ocean 
environment related corrosion  
3. Use on days when dive conditions are not 
ideal  
3. Easy to set up  
4. No transfer of deep water to surface  4. No special training  
5. Minimal removal of other sea life  5. No divers  
6. Operate at depth of 2m-15m     
7. Cost effective compared to current 
techniques    
8. Limit urchins broken during collection    
9. Safer than current hand picking 
techniques    
 
3.3 Quality Function Development Process 
For the quality function development process, we researched any current methods of urchin 
removal we could find. This allowed us to determine the effectiveness of these methods, which 
guided our goals for our own urchin removal system. This background information allowed us to 
assess if our goals for urchin removal were realistic, and to ensure that these goals would lead to 
some significant improvement over current methods. With this information, we could fill out the 
House of Quality spreadsheet, which is in Appendix C. This document quantified and compared 
current solutions against each other, and weighted what specifications were most valuable. This 
spreadsheet also allows us to create measurable comparisons that we can use to evaluate our final 
design's performance. The results of the QFD give us a list of engineering specifications which 
will be important to our design, and how well current solutions meet the requirements. None of 
the current solutions were able to match the desired removal rate. And in general, greater 
performance (seen with the ROV) led to a more complex and costly system. 
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3.4 Engineering Specifications 
 
Table 3. Engineering Specifications 
Spec. # Parameter Requirement Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Removal Rate 1000 [urchins/hr] Max High T, A 
2 Weight (w/o urchins) 25 [lbs] Max Medium I, A 
3 Size 4 [ft] in any dimension Max Low A 
4 Operating Depth 2-15 [m] Min/Max Medium A, T 
5 Cost 3000 [$] Max High A, I 
6 Operators 4 [people] Max Medium T, A 
7 Bycatch 0.01 [kg bycatch/kg 
urchin] 
Max Medium T 
Note: For the compliance column, T stands for testing, I stands for inspection, and A stands for analysis. These 
descriptions signify how we will ensure the given parameter meets or exceeds our requirement. Testing means 
physical testing of a system, inspection means basic observations, and analysis means conclusions drawn from CAD 
models or similar analysis tools. 
 
Our engineering specifications are listed in Table 3. These specifications are specific, measurable 
goals to conclude how well our solution functions compared to benchmarked competitors and to 
our initial goals. These are important because they guided our design based on constraints and 
allowed us to address the problem statement effectively. 
 
 The most important specification is number 1, the removal rate of urchins. As this is the whole 
goal of this project, this specification must be met so that as many urchins as possible can be 
removed. This was estimated by analysis of our design, but ultimately was evaluated with 
testing. This testing involved running our scale model in a controlled pool environment with 
imitation urchins. 
 
The weight of our device is specification 2 and is of medium risk. This weight is limited by ease 
of transport and lifting the device out of the water. This requirement could be increased if a crane 
to lift the device is utilized. This specification is estimated with a Bill of Materials but was 
directly measured after our design is built. 
 
Specification 3 is the size of our design. Like the weight, this is mainly limited because a larger 
design would be harder to launch and transport. This specification was easily determined through 
analysis in CAD. 
 
Our fourth specification is the operating depth, or how deep in the water our solution must 
function. This is a strict limit and is of medium importance. It is only medium importance 
because if our design is only effective in a limited depth range, other solutions such as divers can 
clean the remaining areas. 
 
Specification 5 is the cost and is solely limited by our fundraising ability. We applied to 2 grants, 
the Baker-Koob Endowment and CP Connect, asking for $3000 and were awarded that amount 
by the CP Connect grant. 
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Specification 6 is the number of operators needed to operate our removal system. This includes 
any divers, ROV controllers, or any other personnel on the boat working on our system aside 
from the boat driver. We tried to get this number to as few as possible but are setting our 
tentative limit to 4 people. This is a medium risk specification, as it makes the removal system 
cheaper and easier to use if fewer people are required. This specification was finalized during 
testing. The system can be operated by a single driver with 2 additional personnel to help with 
load/reload of the system. 
 
Specification 7 is how much sea life we collect that is not purple urchins. This specification 
helps us quantify how much damage our solution does to the surrounding environment. This is 
important because our goal is to ultimately assist the environment by re-growing kelp forests. 
This specification ensures we are not harming the ecosystem we are trying to protect. The 
bycatch specification is a medium risk specification because it is important that we fulfill it, but 
if some bycatch occurs our project will still be beneficial to kelp forests.  
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4 Concept Design Development 
 
After the conclusion of the research and problem development phase, we began concept 
development. In this phase we broke the overall function of the device down into subsidiary 
functions; find, dislodge, lift and store. This guided us in our thinking as we generated many 
ideas and then systematically narrowed those ideas to determine a final concept to proceed with. 
 
 
4.1 Idea Generation 
The team conducted four idea generation sessions to brainstorm as many possible solutions to 
each of the functions as possible. We employed a wide range of techniques to generate far 
reaching ideas for each aspect of the device, emphasizing quantity over quality. The most useful 
technique used was to simply go function by function and have everyone write and draw as many 
ideas on a whiteboard in a set amount of time. This yielded the largest variety of possible 
solutions and the largest amount of solutions as well. One other method of brainstorming that we 
used in session number two is the mind map. At the center of the map is the function, and sub 
functions and ideas branch out from the central function. Eventually, an entire web of ideas with 
some details was created. One benefit of this method is the organization; however, the lack of 
communication between group members during this session caused this method to generate 
fewer solutions. These concepts were pared down to the most feasible and most likely to meet 
design specifications. Complete lists of ideas generated can be seen in Appendix D. 
 
 
4.2 Concept modeling 
The next stage towards developing a clear concept involved creating small scale models out of 
crafting materials to get a better idea of what certain function solutions would look like in three 
dimensions. For these models we focused mainly on dislodging methods. The dislodging 
methods were primarily mechanical configurations which made them the most possible to 
quickly prototype. We also quickly realized that the other functions had more obvious “best” 
solutions while a unique and innovative dislodging method could be better than the current rake 
method. Figure 6 shows the various methods explored during this session. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Dislodging concept models from left to right: Umbrella shaped grabbers move over the 
urchin and acts like a barb when pulled back up. A set of scoopers dig under the urchins lift 
them. Similar to a street sweeper, reciprocating brushes knock off urchins as it moves over them. 
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4.3 Decision Making 
To compare the how well our ideas fulfilled our design criteria, we created Pugh and weighted 
decision matrices. This served to further narrow down the plethora of solutions to a select few 
feasible solutions to pursue further. The entire matrices are tabulated in Appendix E. The Pugh 
matrices are unweighted and just compare new ideas to a baseline; a diver with a rake. We 
completed a Pugh matrix for all of the different functions, and ultimately, they told us very little 
because the weighting of the variables was not taken into account. The Pugh matrices resulted in 
a diver with a rake being best solution. The reason for this is that while more complicated 
designs are faster and possibly cheaper, they are beaten by a diver in many other categories such 
as durability, portability, and bycatch. 
 
The design matrix worked better for exposing which solutions were truly more viable when 
importance of factors listed in the QFD were taken into account. The weighted decision matrix is 
not perfect, as it still is heavily influenced by whoever fills out the matrix. We attempted to 
eliminate the possibility of this occurring my comparing matrices after we each did our own. 
 
Based on the results of the matrices, we paired the top solutions to create an entire concept 
device. 
 
4.4 Preliminary Concept Design 
After comparing the possible solutions to each function and pairing each solution with those for 
other functions, a rough design began to emerge. An ROV is being used because the combination 
of good potential for collection, based on results of SeaHarvester ROV, and high number of 
work days. To find the urchins, the ROV was mounted with a camera and lights. Our initial plan 
for dislodging and lifting of urchins is purely suction. Initial testing of the suction prototype is 
went smoothly so the addition of a scraper to the end of our piping is unnecessary. Finally, 
urchins are stored in a detachable and non-porous container connected to the body of the ROV. 
The combination of these solutions, without the storage container, can be seen in Figure 7. A 
complete 3 view drawing of the concept can be seen in Appendix F. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Preliminary Design of Urchin Remover System 
 
Suction piping Thruster 
Filter 
Open ROV 
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It was difficult to validate the ability of the suction method because the force required to remove 
urchins is unknown and variable. Fortunately, most thrusters on the market have force of thrust 
available so the analysis for potential to remove urchins was straightforward once Dr. Catton 
ensured us that the urchins living in the barrens are not healthy and unable to effectively grip the 
surface they live on. The current thrusters we are examining are the T100 and T200 which 
provide 5 pound-force and 11.2 pound-force of thrust respectively [7]. These thrusters would be 
suitable potential upgrades for a full scale urchin remover. We are confident in this method 
because the SeaHarvester ROV also uses a thruster and removes healthy urchins with ease. 
 
The ROV chosen for prototyping is the Open ROV which allowed us to test a small scale version 
of the entire system in a controlled pool environment. We used the suction prototype that we 
constructed, Figure 8, to pull small whiffle balls through. This device consists of a PVC pipe 
with a motor and propeller on one end to pull water into the pipe. While this does not perfectly 
model the larger system with urchins, it does provide us with a starting place for analysis and 
proof of concept. Fortunately, the internal components of the Open ROV can be removed and 
adapted to a larger frame for full scale testing. 
 
 
Figure 8. Concept Prototype 
4.5 Preliminary Concept Risks 
One possible risk with our design is that we would not have enough suction force to dislodge 
urchins from the sea floor. This is part of the reason why we want to use the OpenROV as a test 
platform. With this design, we tested how much suction we can achieve, and with this 
information we can get an idea of what type and size of pump we might need to pull urchins into 
our ROV. Another risk with our design is that the ROV would not be able to maneuver properly 
with the added pump hardware. This could be remedied in our final design when we use larger 
thrusters, but will need to be tested first with the OpenROV design. A final design risk is the 
potential for urchins to clog the pipes near the filter. The design is such that the urchins should 
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have space to drop through the hole and call into the storage container before reaching the grate. 
Alternatively, the urchins could bounce off of the grate and fall through the hole; however, there 
is the risk that the urchins contact the grate and the tube feet immediately latch on and clog the 
flow. This final risk was remedied by changing the design to improve flow into the storage 
container. A failure modes and effects analysis is provided in Appendix G. This document is a 
listing of any possible failures that could occur with our design, how they could be caused, and 
what can be done to remedy them. The purpose of this document is to recognize possible 
problems and show that they can be solved. 
 
Aside from these design risks, the purple urchin removal system should be a safe system to 
operate. A complete list of potential safety risk can be seen in Appendix H. The few risks listed 
in the hazard checklist are involved with the ROV, and the ROV is already designed to eliminate 
those risks to the user. 
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5 Prototype Design 
 
This portion of the document functions primarily to outline the manufacturing and analysis of 
our scaled down structural prototype. The prototype is complex and is a critical component to 
proving the functionality of our design. Therefore, we spent a significant amount of time testing 
our ROV prototype. Our project consisted of an iterative process where we build, test, and 
redesign our prototype until it functioned properly. As constructing this scale design is very 
complex, we did not be constructing a full-scale design. Instead, we built and test a small scale 
design, and present recommendations about how a full scale design can be built. 
 
5.1 Prototype Layout 
 
Our initial layout of the prototype is shown in Figure 9. This model includes the intake piping 
that the urchins are sucked into, the tank where they are be stored, and the ROV that is used to 
move the assembly around in the water. The intake thrusters are also mounted on the sides of the 
storage tank. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. CAD Rendering of Prototype Model 
 
 
5.2 Prototype Functionality 
The prototype functions similarly to what we have outlined as our preliminary design in the 
previous section. The most major update is the addition of a tank that the urchins are pulled into.  
 
Piping 
Tank 
ROV 
Intake 
Thruster 
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5.3 Prototype Cost 
The cost of the final design is significantly lower than projected primarily because we did not 
have sufficient time to scale up the device to accommodate larger urchins. In total, expenditures 
reached just shy of $1325 to create the device shown in Figure 9. A complete breakdown of costs 
can be seen in the Bill of Materials found in Appendix I. 
 
5.4 Final Design Approximation 
 
Shown below is our current concept for a full-scale device. The following section entirely 
involves details that could be used by a future project to scale up this project’s proof of concept. 
 
 
Figure 10. Final Design Rendering 
 
The full size design of the purple urchin remover contains a few minor design changes from the 
scale design, namely the integration of the suction piping into the storage container. Figure 10 
shows the complete model. The inlet tube comes over the electronics housing and mounts to the 
storage container. The cylindrical electronics housing is mounted to the storage container. Also 
mounted to the storage container are thrusters both to maneuver the ROV and to create suction. 
 
The piping will be constructed from 6-inch clear PVC pipe and joined together in a 45-degree 
PVC elbow with PVC cement. The PVC will then be connected to the 160 liter storage container 
with a bulkhead fitting. All of these parts are available at Home Depot or McMaster. Two T100 
thrusters will be bolted to the bottom of the sides of the storage container to provide the suction. 
These thrusters are the smaller of the two made by Blue Robotics. They could be upgraded to the 
T200 if that would be necessary. 
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To prevent the urchins from attaching themselves to the storage container, we would suggest 
installing a rigid porous container similar to a laundry hamper. The rigid structure serves the 
purpose of ensuring that the netting will remain stretched out and not be sucked into the thrusters 
while still trapping the urchins or the occasional rock that could damage the thrusters. The 
structure could easily be unloaded through the top (now facing the back) of the storage container 
to minimize reload time. In our small scale prototype this took the form of plastic mesh held 
together by zip ties. These mesh sheets could easily be strapped together to size up in the future. 
The storage container is bolted to the back of the ROV frame to ensure easy access to the lid. 
This location is also the most stable for the varying weight of the device. Power is currently 
supplied by batteries, but would ideally be moved to a tether for longer lasting usage. 
 
We attempted to use as many stock parts as possible and make slight modifications as needed. 
The use of plastic and PVC was to reduce the weight of the device and these materials do far 
better than other materials in a similar price range in marine conditions. As we are dealing with 
an unusual issue and force to remove urchins cannot be determined through theory, we are 
limited in our analysis we can do without full scale testing. Three very important characteristics 
of our device are weight, maneuverability, and durability in the operating conditions. 
 
We based the sizing off the urchin data provided by Dr. Catton. The largest urchin diameter 
including spines is 120mm (4.73in), so our piping should be large enough to accommodate an 
urchin of that size. Unfortunately, bulkhead fittings for pipes are not made in 5 inch sizes so we 
must work off of everything being 6 inches. The container also needs to be able to carry an 
amount of urchins that balances additional weight with excessive loading/unloading cycles. Too 
many urchins in the storage container and the ROV will not be able to lift the weight. Too few 
and the ROV will have to surface frequently, sacrificing some time. We believe we can come 
close to the goal of 1000 urchins per hour if we can collect roughly 250 urchins of average size, 
100mm diameter including spines, on each ROV dive. However, the packing efficiency of 
urchins is far from perfect and the container cannot completely fill because of the net and 
location of the pipe entrance. Ultimately, the analysis yielded that a 160 liter container would be 
sufficient. 
 
All components of the urchin remover need to be able to withstand extensive exposure to 
sunlight and salt water, so material choice are critical. All fasteners (nuts, bolts, and brackets) 
will be made of 316 stainless steel which is specifically designed for corrosion resistance. The 
storage container is made of polypropylene which handles the salt and UV well relative to other 
plastics. Finally, the piping is PVC which does well with salt water, but will yield to UV over the 
course of multiple years. The ROV electronics and thrusters are designed for ocean use and 
therefore, are made of corrosion resistant materials as well. There are commercially available 
coatings which can protect the plastics from UV wear and extend the component lifetimes. 
 
In addition to risks of material wear, the ROV could impact the seafloor or a rock. For a frontal 
impact the critical force is 336lbf. The impact analysis found that if the ROV drove at full speed 
(2 knots) into a rock, the impact time would have to be less than .05s to generate this force. It is 
more difficult to model the force of a swell pushing the ROV into the ground. If this force were 
to occur we expect the fracture to be in the top PVC segment. While this would cause a setback 
to the current operation, the maintenance required is simple and inexpensive. A replacement 
PVC pipe is less than $10 and the remaining bit of the current pipe can be removed using a 
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solvent to dissolve the PVC cement holding it in. The other components including the storage 
container, thrusters, and ROV are protected by the PVC or have much higher material strengths. 
This analysis is shown in Appendix J. 
 
The final analysis involved locating the center of gravity for the entire system with a full tank of 
urchins. The center of gravity largely determines where the thrusters need to be mounted and if 
the device will be balanced and maneuverable. Figure 11 shows the exact location of the center 
of gravity with point masses used to estimate the full load of urchins and the effective mass 
created by the suction. The center of mass is located just forward of the tank which means that 
the system should remain upright throughout operation. 
 
 
Figure 11. Center of gravity for full size model 
 
 
5.5 Design Costs 
 
The cost of the project is broken up into two major categories, the small scale prototype that we 
are focusing on currently and the full scale final product. The majority of the cost for the project 
stems from the Open ROV for our prototype, $1081. While this is costly, the electrical control 
components will be stripped and used to control the full scale ROV. The other costs for the small 
scale model include piping, fittings, and suction and storage components. In total the cost for the 
prototype was approximately $1325. The full size model will require some larger components 
and motor upgrades. We estimate that to enlarge the piping, fittings, storage, and thrusters will 
cost another $800 putting the total project costs around $2100 well under our allotted budget. A 
complete breakdown of the budget can be seen in Appendix I in the bill of materials. 
Abbreviated summaries are provided for prototyping in table 4 and for future expenses in table 5. 
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Table 4. Expenses through CDR 
System Significant Parts Cost 
ROV ROV, Batteries $1,091.13  
Storage System Storage Container $40.89  
Intake System Piping, Fittings $28.10  
Miscellaneous Fasteners $22.75  
  Total Expenses $1,182.87  
  Remaining Budget $1,817.13  
 
 
 
Table 5. Estimated Future Expenses 
System Significant Parts Cost 
ROV Upgraded motors $50  
Storage System Storage Container, Netting, Hamper $200  
Intake System Piping, Fittings $350  
Suction Thrusters $250  
  Total Expenses $800  
  Remaining Budget $967.13  
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6 Manufacturing Plan 
 
Our design contains two major sub-assemblies; the ROV, and the intake system. Since the ROV 
is a component that is designed by a third party, its construction will not be covered in detail in 
this report, except for where the ROV needs to be modified. Full OpenROV assembly 
instructions can be found at their website. A drawings package is contained in appendix K, and 
the bill of materials for the prototype is contained in appendix I. 
 
6.1 Scale Design Build 
 
ROV Build and Modifications 
 
Our ROV is an OpenROV V2.8. This ROV is built and sold by OpenROV.com and comes as a 
kit. The kit was assembled as instructed except for a modification in the location of the thrusters, 
and the addition of wiring to power the intake thrusters. 
 
The thrusters were mounted on the outside of the ROV frame so that they were not blocked by 
the storage container. Instead of mounting them to the acrylic on the inside of the ROV's hard-
shell, the motors were fastened to a new 3-D printed mount.  
 
In order to connect the intake thrusters to the ROV we used the pulse width modulation signal 
(PWM) channel provided that is unused by the ROV. This channel is intended to attach an 
external servo to the ROV. The open ROV instructions indicate the color coding of this wire and 
suggest that it is sealed and held in place with a zip tie. We soldered the PWM wires to the speed 
controllers, which use the same 3-wire communication as a servo. These speed controllers were 
soldered to an external battery, so that they would not drain the ROV’s batteries. The speed 
controllers were also soldered to the motors. All soldered connections were sealed using marine 
heat shrink tubing, which waterproofs connections when heated. 
 
 
Intake Assembly 
 
Our intake assembly consists of intake piping, a storage container, and intake thrusters 
 
Our intake piping is made of a series of PVC pieces. To build this, the PVC was cut into foot 
long sections which were joined by a 45-degree elbow. The top PVC section was fit to the 
storage container with a bulkhead fitting that provides a secure inlet to the storage container. The 
pipes and elbow fitting are shown in figure 12 in the orientation that they were assembled in.  
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Figure 12. Exploded intake piping diagram 
The intake thrusters for our design use 28 millimeter can diameter brushless motors. These 
power propellers of our own design. These parts were 3-D printed in order to quickly and cost 
effectively obtain the desired geometries. They were bolted to the tank with 18-8 stainless steel 
bolts and 316 stainless steel nuts from McMaster Carr. Figure 13 shows how they were 
assembled. 
 
Figure 13. Exploded intake thruster assembly 
The tank is a stock gear box from GSI Outdoors. The box needed to be modified to allow for the 
mounting of the piping system and intake thrusters. The holes for the bulkhead fitting and 
thrusters were cut using a hole saw and enlarged with a Dremel tool. The mounting holes for the 
intake thruster fasteners are drilled with a 9/64 inch size bit. The thrusters are bolted onto the 
sides with their hole patterns, and the bulkhead fitting is screwed on to the front, with the PVC 
connector mount on the outside of the box. The brackets to mount the container to the ROV can 
also be installed at this point and are bolted in place next to the bulkhead fitting on the front of 
the container. The attachment layout is shown in figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Exploded storage assembly 
 
Final Assembly 
 
Finally, the entire assembly was mounted to the ROV using corner brackets from McMaster Carr 
and two custom made Z brackets bent from aluminum scrap.  This is shown in figure 15. This 
will hold the ROV and the intake system together but will allow for easy disassembly and 
adjustability. 
 
Figure 15. Assembled ROV CAD model 
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Figure 16. Assembled ROV 
 
6.2 Build Timeline 
 
Our build timeline was designed so that we could complete the entire prototype before April and 
begin testing. Each sub assembly was assigned an estimate of the number of hours that it would 
take and build dates that we were trying to meet. After the prototype was built, we moved on to 
testing and then revising the prototype design. 
 
Table 6. Prototype Build Times 
System ROV Thruster 
(each) 
Storage Tank Piping Final 
Assembly 
Build Time 24 hours 6 hours 2 hours 1 hour 3 hours 
Start Date 2/1/18 2/5/18 1/25/18 1/25/18 2/25/18 
End Date 2/25/18 2/20/18 2/2/18 2/2/18 3/1/18 
 
 
6.3 Build Results 
 
While we planned to have our design finished for testing by April, the iterative nature of this 
project made this deadline more complicated. Our initial design was finished on time, but we 
encountered several problems which we did not anticipate. This meant that we had to continually 
update and add features to our design. 
 
This resulted in our testing becoming more like problem detection sessions, where we would find 
an issue and make a plan to resolve it. While our design was ready for testing in accordance with 
our planned manufacturing, our first tests did not test the entire functionality of our design. For 
our first few tests, we worked primarily on driving and buoyancy issues. Since we added weight 
to our design, we had to compensate for this by adding buoyant material. We had to get our ROV 
balanced so that it would sit flat in the water, and be neutrally buoyant (neither sinking nor 
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floating). Each time we added any new parts to the ROV, we would have to re-balance the ROV. 
Initially we used ping pong balls to reach a nominal buoyancy force. One ping pong ball 
generates about 0.07 lbf of buoyancy and 11 ping pong balls were used to keep the system 
neutrally buoyant. This results in a total buoyancy force of 0.75-0.80 lbf allowing for some 
variation in conditions. This buoyancy testing can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
 
Figure 17. Buoyancy testing of the complete system. 
 
Ultimately we made use of a pool noodle to generate the buoyancy necessary. Because of the 
shape and somewhat porous nature of the pool noodle we were unable to use the data from the 
ping pong ball tests to estimate the amount of pool noodle needed. Figure 18 shows completed 
design with the pool noodle strapped to the top of the storage container as well as around a rod 
on the front bottom of the ROV. This second section of noodle was added because weights were 
also added to the front of the ROV to prevent the device from continually driving up when it 
should only be driving forward. 
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Figure 18. Urchin remover with full buoyancy added. 
 
Once we got the buoyancy right, we worked on connection and wiring issues. The first issue 
from our build we had was that one of the battery tubes was not watertight. When we would run 
the ROV for a few minutes, the battery tube would have a small amount of water in it. This was 
not enough to short out the batteries, but it would get on metal surfaces and corrode them. We 
fixed this issue by adding more epoxy around the wire connection to the tube. Luckily, we had 
no leaking issues into the main electronics tube. This would have been a much more serious 
issue, as the main tube houses much more expensive and sensitive electronics. 
 
An upgrade we added a mesh cage inside our collection tank. This comes from some of our 
ideation sessions where we were worried about how urchins could get stuck inside our tank. This 
mesh would be removable from inside the tank, and if the urchins get stuck to the mesh, a new 
mesh can be placed in the ROV to continue operation. This mesh does not serve a practical 
purpose in our scale model, as the imitation urchins we are collecting are not able to stick to our 
tank. This addition is to demonstrate that the system we planned could be built. The cage fits 
snuggly inside of the storage container with a hole to fit around the bulkhead fitting. The cage’s 
interaction with the system is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Mesh cage interaction with the storage container.  
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7 Design Verification Plan 
 
7.1 Test Purpose 
 
The purpose of the structural prototype we constructed was to test the potential performance of a 
full scale model and feasibility of the current orientation. In our design verification plan we 
devised four major tests that were used to evaluate the performance of the device. This plan is 
attached in appendix L. The performance relates back to the scope of work where we defined our 
objectives. The five specifications we tested are maneuverability, collection speed, collection 
quantity, carrying capacity, and swell resistance. Full test procedures are described in appendix 
M. Instructions on how to operate the ROV for testing or use are located in the instruction 
manual in appendix N. 
 
7.2 Testing Outline 
 
All of these tests were conducted by driving the prototype in a pool on the Cal Poly campus. To 
imitate urchins we used small whiffle balls weighed down with pennies to get them to sink 
properly. This will gave us about a quarter scale size, compared to the size of an urchin. Each of 
the 5 test specifications have acceptance criteria specific to the structural prototype. 
 
 
Test 1 
Our first test was used to check that our ROV can maneuver. This was more of a subjective test, 
and the passing criteria was that the ROV could rotate, move forward and backward, and surface. 
This test verified that the modifications and structure added to our ROV did not compromise its 
handling. We expected that the structure added would make the ROV less maneuverable, and 
this test verified that the ROV was still drivable enough to collect our imitation urchins. 
 
Test 2 
For collection speed, we were aiming for 20 imitation urchins per minute. This number 
overshoots the 1000 urchins/hour rate, in order to allow for trips to surface to empty the storage. 
This was tested by grouping the imitation urchins in close formations that somewhat matched 
real ocean layouts. This did not exactly match ocean conditions, because we could not recreate 
ocean swell or rocky ground conditions. Still, this test gave us an idea of how quickly we can 
maneuver and find urchins. 
 
Test 3 
Our expected result for collection quantity was 80 urchins based on the scale and estimated 
packing efficiency. This test did not necessarily require running the entire system, but we loaded 
the imitation urchins into the intake while underwater to let the urchins pack randomly. This 
gave us some idea of how the urchins will fall in a full size tank, and how they will group around 
intake thrusters. The number 80 came from rough calculations about how many urchins we 
wanted to store for the full scale design, scaled down to our small scale size. 
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Test 4 
The next criteria was carrying capacity. The full-scale device will need to hold roughly 40 
pounds of urchins, so our acceptance criteria for the prototype was 5 pounds. The capacity was 
determined when the ROV was either too unstable to drive or could not move back to the 
surface. To measure the capacity, we loaded 5 pounds into the storage tank and attempted to 
operate the ROV, then recorded how it handled. We expected this to be the most difficult criteria 
to pass, but with more analysis we lowered our acceptance criteria and our ROV was able to 
pass. The change in acceptance came from a reevaluation of the actual weight urchins have 
underwater. 
 
 
Test 5 
Finally, the current resistance test is evaluated based on the speed of the device. To effectively 
cover an area of urchins the device will need to be able to move as quickly as possible while 
remaining stable and not disturbing the seabed. The scale model must therefore be able to 
achieve a speed of 3 feet per second with an empty tank. This can be measured by simply timing 
the device as it makes its way across the pool.  
 
 
7.3 Test Results 
 
To test our Urchin collector, we followed the test procedures outlined in the DVPR in Appendix 
L, which are also described in section 7.2. The results of the tests were subject to some 
uncertainty stemming primarily from statistical uncertainty. This uncertainty can be calculated 
by dividing the standard deviation by the number of trials. The result of this being the 
dominating uncertainty was the fact that a majority of the tests were based on a count. 
 
Test 1 
Our first test was to establish that our ROV could do basic maneuvers, confirming that the 
modifications made to it did not compromise its handling. This test only resulted in subjective 
data, not qualitative data, as we could not find a way to evaluate maneuverability quantitatively. 
While the maneuverability was much worse that before the additions, the ROV was able to dive, 
rise to the surface, and move as normal. These movements were much slower than before the 
additions to the ROV base. 
 
Test 2 
With the maneuverability somewhat established, we moved on to testing the collection speed. 
The initial idea was to use a hula hoop to corral the urchins into a consistent space each time; 
however, even when filled with water the hula hoop was still buoyant. Fortunately, the whiffle 
balls did not move around significantly once placed on the pool floor. While initially we only 
expected to collect 20 urchins per minute, our test average was actually 27±0.33 urchins per 
minute. We also learned a few things from this test that could potentially further increase the 
collection speed. The most notable was that if clear piping, like that used for irrigation, was used 
the visibility would be greatly enhanced, making finding the urchins significantly easier. 
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Test 3 
Then we completed the storage capacity test. Initially, we just loaded imitation urchins into the 
tank manually, and recorded the number we could easily load. This got us to just under 80 
imitation urchins but was not a reliable test as some of the urchins were starting to block the 
intake, and we were not sure how much of a problem this would be. Later, when we tested the 
intake under its own power in the pool, we hit exactly 80 urchins collected. This is a little better 
than we expected after initial tests outside of the pool. The urchins stacked very compactly, and 
there was no loss of suction as the tank filled up. Then, we added a mesh cage inside of the tank. 
This cage is used so that if urchins get stuck to it, the whole mesh can be pulled out of our 
storage tank instead of the urchins being stuck to the tank itself. While this put our design closer 
to what a sea-going ROV would need, it also took up space in our tank, and reduced our urchin 
capacity. With further testing, we collected an average of 68±0 imitation urchins. 
 
Test 4 
The next test involved determining the largest mass at which the device was still stable. Because 
the device was still able to drive with a full load of urchins, we know the mass is that of 68 
pennies plus 68 whiffle balls resulting in a final wet weight of 0.75lb which is triple the desired 
mass. 
 
Test 5 
The final test we ran was to benchmark the speed of our ROV. Since we added all of the 
hardware necessary to collect and store urchins, our design became larger. This added volume 
made the ROV much slower when moving through the water. Our average time to cross the pool 
was 82s ±5.5s. 
 
 
Indirectly the tests also gave insight into potential problem trouble shooting, start up and 
operation procedure, and maintenance. These lessons are documented in the Operator’s manual, 
appendix N.  
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8 Project Management 
 
The process towards a successful project began when the team first laid out a contract to define 
what each member expected of the others. With proper expectations laid out for quality of work 
the next steps involved planning specific tasks to reach key deliverables. Most of the time this 
simply involved following along with the tried and true plan that our advisors laid out and each 
class having miniature deliverables that worked towards the next goal. The first steps of the 
project led towards the statement of work document. To reach that point required getting to know 
the project and building a solid foundation of research. That document has been revised and 
updated to include design concepts and decision processes, which are included in this report. 
 
Following CDR, we completed the small-scale prototype and conducted the testing described in 
the previous section. Because small scale testing was initially unsuccessful and required 
significant troubleshooting, we proceeded with a redesign to address the shortcomings in the 
current set up. Exact timelines can be seen in the Gantt chart in Appendix O. This chart shows 
the timelines and tasks that were completed throughout this project. 
 
After CDR is where the plan to deviated from our original deadlines. Figure 20 shows how we 
imagined the project would progress following CDR, but the scale testing required to validate the 
designed proved extensive. The loop shown in the CDR portion of Figure 20 spanned the entirety 
of spring quarter to determine the necessary components of the scale model. We reached Expo 
with only the scale build fully tested, but with ample ideas on how our results can be used by 
California Fish and Game moving forward. While we only produced a scale prototype, we expect 
that adapting this design to a large scale design will be much easier with the guidance and 
recommendations located in this report. 
 
 
Figure 20. Project planning flowchart  
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9 Recommendation and Conclusion 
 
 
9.1 Full Size Design Recommendation 
 
We expect the build for a full-scale design would be similar to our scale build. The main 
difference between the scale and final design is the size of the storage container, as we will need 
to store full size urchins. To support the larger tank size, several other components will need to 
be increased in size. Our scale design is roughly a quarter the size of what a full-scale design 
would need to be. 
 
Figure 21. Small scale and full scale designs 
 
In Figure 21, the small scale design is shown on the left, with the full scale design is on the right. 
For size reference, the electronics tubes are identical in each design. This makes it clear that the 
full scale design is much larger, and will need larger components to compensate for this. 
 
 
Changes: 
 The storage tank will need to be much larger to hold real urchins 
 The intake piping will need to be six-inch inner diameter PVC piping to fit urchins 
through it 
 Making this piping clear will make it easier to see urchins being pulled in, and will also 
help with visibility in front of the ROV 
 The intake motors will most likely need to be stronger and larger to pull urchins in (our 
scale motors had no trouble pulling in whiffle balls, but urchins stick to the sea floor and 
may be harder to pull in) 
 The thruster motors will need to be increased in size to push the larger ROV 
 To handle the increased current draw of the motors, larger electronic speed controllers 
will need to be used. These will just need to be installed in the place of the old speed 
controllers, and will require larger gauge wiring to be fed to the motors 
Electronics 
Tube 
Electronics 
Tube 
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 The final ROV will be run off of 12 volts from a boat, and so the on-board batteries will 
be removed, and a power line fed to the ROV 
 Since our testing showed our ROV could not drive well with the storage tank installed, 
adding cowling to make the ROV more aerodynamic in the water would be useful 
 Ballast should be more finely tuned, or even incorporate a ballast bag and compressed air 
line so buoyancy can be modified during operation. 
 
These changes do not heavily affect the layout of the ROV, only the sizing of components used 
and the fashion in which they are connected. The controlling electronics and electronics tube will 
not be changed, except for the addition of larger electronic speed controllers. 
 
Since we do not have the time and budget to create this final design, this task will have to be left 
up to California Fish and Wildlife, or a future senior project team. The changes above show a 
rough outline of the components that would have to be modified, and our testing results will 
guide future teams in how to best accomplish a full-scale design. 
 
 
 
9.2 Conclusion 
 
A purple urchin population increase has decimated northern California’s kelp forests, and human 
intervention seems to be a necessary precaution to aid the return of the kelp. A solution needs to 
be implemented to remove a significant portion of the urchins, that in some way improves upon 
existing solutions. The device needs to minimize harm to the environment, ensuring a net benefit 
to the kelp forest. It cannot remove other sea life. The ideal urchin removal rate has to be greater 
than 1000 urchins per hour; or significantly increase the season over which the removal system 
can operate. The device must work in a range of depths from 2m-15m. It should be cost effective 
relative to existing tools such as the SeaHarvester ROV. After our ideation processes, our 
preliminary design took the form of an ROV with pump-based suction device to pull in urchins. 
This design would eliminate the need for a diver and would be able to operate in harsher 
conditions than a diver. We were able to construct a device modeled on this idea by taking an 
OpenROV kit and adding a tank and intake system to it. This involved building the kit, making 
parts to attach the tank and thrusters, and wiring the thrusters to our ROV system. 
Once built, our ROV was tested, and demonstrated that the concepts behind it are sound. It was 
able to collect imitation urchins, maneuver in a pool, and be easily operated without anyone in 
the water with it. From this successful testing of our design, we feel confident that a future team 
could scale up what we have done and create a full-size urchin remover based on our designs. 
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Appendix A 
Interview Notes  
  
Kevin Marshall and Wil Gilbreath, “Notes from Interview with Dr. Catton,” 10/6/17  
  
b. Budget  
5. Rely on grants.  
a. Testing  
b. See if we can get tank for collected urchins at Avila Pier  
c. Get in contact with Derek Stein  
6. Power usage, type of boat  
a. Crane to pull design from water  
7. Low back wall  
a. 20-30ft boat  
b. On board generator, air compressor  
c. Boat tender watches anchors (bow and stern lines)  
d. ROV questions  
e. Tether length is concern  
f. 10ft minimum anchor depth for boat  
1. Stimulus to release urchins?  
2. Habitat dependent how hard it is to release Urchins  
3. Urchins are weak, especially when underfed.  
4. Easy to knock loose in urchin barrens  
5. Smashing urchins?  
6. Not a desired solution  
7. Airlift discussion  
8. 11ft tall; limited to deeper areas, susceptible to swells  
9. Jon is looking at larger compressor for a shorter device  
1. Changing nozzles to limit # of urchins in inlet at a time  
1. 500 urchins/hr in challenging conditions  
1. 600 urchins/hr in moderate conditions  
1. 200 urchins/hr for diver in moderate conditions  
  
Kevin Marshall, “Notes from Interview with Tom Moylan,” 10/6/17.  
  
1. Urchins latch on if threatened  
1. Suction from tube feet  
1. Usually feed on drift kelp but will eat hold fast kelp if food source low  
1. Look into failed population control attempts (crown of thorns sea stars)  
1. Only spawn from February- April so breaking okay otherwise  
1. Contact Dr. Nikki Adams for more info on reproductive behavior  
1. Sea star wasting disease cyclic and related to El Niño  
1. Sea star populations already on the rebound  
10. Check out success of Southern California kelp restoration  
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Appendix B 
Preliminary Analysis and Benchmarking 
 
Wil Gilbreath, “Airlift Advantages,” 10/05/17 
Benchmarking Airlift 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Simple Design Too Large 
Straightforward to operate, repair, adjust 
Hard to operate in swells, limited to deeper 
areas 
Cheap Too Slow 
  About 500 urchins/hr 
  Can become jammed with urchins 
  Requires 1-2 divers 
 
 
Kevin Marshall, “Initial Benchmarking,” 10/10/17 
Benchmarking 
Criteria Diver ROV Airlift 
Collection Rate [urchins/hr] 200 600 500-600 
Cost [$] 2000   3000 
Work Conditions 
Medium 
visibility & 
swells 
Low Visibility & 
Cold Conditions 
Same as diver 
Weight [lbm] 200 600 500 
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Appendix C 
QFD House of Quality 
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Appendix D 
 
Table D-1. Ideation Results 
Dislodging Storing Lifting Find Urchins 
1. Rake 13. Poison 1. Plastic 1. Human arm 1. Camera 
2. Net 14. Hammer 2. Metal 2. Airlift 2. Whiskers 
3. Roller 15. Dredge 3. Wood 3. Vacuum 3. Eyes 
4. Broom 16. Stabber 4. Rope 4. Shovel 4. SONAR 
5. Compressed air 17. Sonic wave 5. Carbon fiber 5. Pelton wheel 5. RADAR 
6. Earthquake 18. Saw 6. Net 6. Adhesive 6. Sensors 
7. Heat 19. Street 
sweeper 
7. Barrel 7. Buoyancy 7. Lights 
8. Tennis ball 
grabber 
20. Magnetism 8. Lift to boat 8. Thermal lifting  
9. Suction 21. Adhesive 9. Cart on device 9. Sweep  
10. Shock 22. Explosives 10. Furnace 10. Rollers  
11. Water jet 23. Claw grabber 11. Buoyancy 11. Robotic arm  
12. By hand 24. Adhesive 12. Hand bag 12. Impeller pump  
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Appendix E 
Table E-1. Pugh Matrix - Kevin Marshall 
 Rake Tennis 
Grabber 
Water Jet Claw Suction Street 
Sweeper 
Cost S - - - - - 
Speed + + + S + + 
Durability S - - - - - 
Size - - - S - - 
Ease of Use S S - - - - 
Low Visibility 
Use 
+ S - - + + 
Portable S - - S - - 
Urchin 
Breakage 
S - - - + - 
Bycatch S S S S - - 
Score 1 -4 -6 -5 -3 -5 
 
Table E-2. Decision Matrix - Kevin Marshall 
 Weight Suction ROV Grabber ROV Diver w/ Hook 
Cost 3 3 2 1 
Collection Speed 5 2 3 1 
Size 3 3 2 1 
Durability 2 3 2 1 
Ease of Use 2 2 1 3 
Portability 2 3 2 1 
Bycatch 3 1 2 3 
Score NA 47 43 30 
 
Table E-3. Pugh Matrix for Finding Urchins - Cullen Goss 
  
Eyes Camera Sensors/whiskers 
color 
recognition 
Operate in low visibility 0 0 + - 
Simple to operate 0 - - - 
Cost 0 + + - 
Portable 0 0 - - 
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Table E-4. Decision Matrix - Cullen Goss 
Factor Weight ROV Diver 
    
Rake/ 
suction 
Suction/ 
Suction 
Jet/ 
Suction 
Sweeper/
Suction 
Rake/ 
suction 
Suction/ 
Suction 
Jet/ 
Suction 
High rate of 
removal 5 2 3 3 3 4 3 3 
Accessibility 2 4 2 4 3 4 3 4 
Simple 
operation 3 2 3 3 4 5 3 4 
Dexterity 2 3 2 2 3 5 3 4 
Operation in 
swells 4 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 
Operation in 
low visibility 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
Cost 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 
Size 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 
  Score 66 72 72 79 79 58 67 
 
Table E-5. Pugh Matrix - Wil Gilbreath 
  Net Plastic Container Metal Cage 
Operate in Swells S - S 
Portable S S S 
Speed S S - 
 
Table E-6. Pugh Matrix – Wil Gilbreath 
  Airlift Conveyer Axial Pump Radial Pump Elevator Arm 
Cost S - S - - + 
Bycatch S S S S S + 
Durable S - - - - S 
Speed S + + + - - 
Size S S + + + + 
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Appendix F 
Engineering Drawing of Concept Prototype 
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Appendix G 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
 
System / 
Function
Potential Failure 
Mode
Potential Effects of 
the Failure Mode
S
e
v
e
ri
ty
Potential Causes of 
the Failure Mode
Current 
Preventative 
Activities
O
c
c
u
re
n
c
e
Current 
Detection 
Activities
D
e
te
c
ti
o
n
P
ri
o
ri
ty
Recommended 
Action(s)
Break urchin
a) Urchin is not collected
b) Urchin is unusable
c) Urchin spreads 
reproductive material
8
1) Inlet has sharp edges
2) ROV hits urchin
1) chamfer inlet
2) round all edges
2
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
4 64
Add rubber housing over 
inlet
Not enough suction
a) Urchin is not collected
b) Urchin spreads 
reproductive material
5
1) Urchins clog grating
2) Thruster too small
1) Use of large 
thrusters
2) Possible 
attachment to aid 
dislodging
4
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
6 120
Test and implement 
alternative pump designs
Urchins jam Urchin is not collected 3
1) Not enough space for 
urchins to drop into 
storage
2) Suction too strong
1) Plastic grating 
separates piping and 
thruster
2) Large space for 
urchins to fall into 
storage
6
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
4 72
1) Revise water flow path
2) Adjust inlet to only allow 
1 urchin at a time
Pump breaks Urchin is not collected 8
Small materials through 
grate and into thruster
Fine mesh grate 2
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
7 112
1) Finer grate
2) Stronger thruster blades
Urchin storage
Urchins get stuck in 
device
ROV cannot be 
redeployed
4
Urchins stick to storage 
container
Netting within storage 
container
4
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
7 112 Coating on net
ROV is underpowered
a) ROV cannot move
b) ROV damaged in tide 
sways
9
1) Thruster for suction 
overpowers thruster for 
movement
2) Weight of urchin 
storage too great
Stock motors used 
for thrust
8
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
4 288
1) Stronger motors
2) Multiple motors
Motors/ESC overheat
a) ROV cannot move
b) ROV damaged in tide 
sways
6
1) Heat buildup in 
components
2) Jammed motor
Air cooling 2
Scale testing in 
swimming pool 
with wiffle balls
3 36
1) Better cooling (water 
cooled)
2) Higher power rated 
components
Urchin pickup
Movement
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Appendix H 
Design Hazard Checklist 
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Appendix I 
Bill of Materials 
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Appendix J 
Analysis 
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t              V2 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 t              V2 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
0.01 -855 -876 -898 -919 -940 -961 0.01 -1509 -1547 -1584 -1621 -1658 -1696
0.02 -428 -438 -449 -459 -470 -480 0.02 -755 -773 -792 -811 -829 -848
0.03 -285 -292 -299 -306 -313 -320 0.03 -503 -516 -528 -540 -553 -565
0.04 -214 -219 -224 -230 -235 -240 0.04 -377 -387 -396 -405 -415 -424
0.05 -171 -175 -180 -184 -188 -192 0.05 -302 -309 -317 -324 -332 -339
0.06 -143 -146 -150 -153 -157 -160 0.06 -252 -258 -264 -270 -276 -283
0.07 -122 -125 -128 -131 -134 -137 0.07 -216 -221 -226 -232 -237 -242
0.08 -107 -110 -112 -115 -117 -120 0.08 -189 -193 -198 -203 -207 -212
0.09 -95 -97 -100 -102 -104 -107 0.09 -168 -172 -176 -180 -184 -188
0.1 -86 -88 -90 -92 -94 -96 0.1 -151 -155 -158 -162 -166 -170
0.2 -43 -44 -45 -46 -47 -48 0.2 -75 -77 -79 -81 -83 -85
0.3 -29 -29 -30 -31 -31 -32 0.3 -50 -52 -53 -54 -55 -57
0.4 -21 -22 -22 -23 -23 -24 0.4 -38 -39 -40 -41 -41 -42
0.5 -17 -18 -18 -18 -19 -19 0.5 -30 -31 -32 -32 -33 -34
0.6 -14 -15 -15 -15 -16 -16 0.6 -25 -26 -26 -27 -28 -28
0.7 -12 -13 -13 -13 -13 -14 0.7 -22 -22 -23 -23 -24 -24
0.8 -11 -11 -11 -11 -12 -12 0.8 -19 -19 -20 -20 -21 -21
0.9 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11 0.9 -17 -17 -18 -18 -18 -19
1 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -10 1 -15 -15 -16 -16 -17 -17
1.1 -8 -8 -8 -8 -9 -9 1.1 -14 -14 -14 -15 -15 -15
1.2 -7 -7 -7 -8 -8 -8 1.2 -13 -13 -13 -14 -14 -14
1.3 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 1.3 -12 -12 -12 -12 -13 -13
1.4 -6 -6 -6 -7 -7 -7 1.4 -11 -11 -11 -12 -12 -12
1.5 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 1.5 -10 -10 -11 -11 -11 -11
1.6 -5 -5 -6 -6 -6 -6 1.6 -9 -10 -10 -10 -10 -11
1.7 -5 -5 -5 -5 -6 -6 1.7 -9 -9 -9 -10 -10 -10
1.8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 1.8 -8 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9
1.9 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 1.9 -8 -8 -8 -9 -9 -9
2 -4 -4 -4 -5 -5 -5 2 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8
Force (unloaded) Force (loaded)
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Drawings Package 
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Appendix L 
Design Verification Plan 
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Appendix M 
Test Procedures 
 
Introduction 
 
This document describes the test procedures used to benchmark each prototype of the ROV 
Urchin Collector. These tests are used for the scale prototype of the ROV, not the full scale 
urchin collector. 
There are four tests used to evaluate the performance of the ROV. They involve measuring the 
collection speed of the ROV, the quantity the ROV can collect, the mass the ROV can carry, and 
the speed at which the ROV can move. 
For instructions on how to set up the ROV for use, follow the operations manual found on Open 
ROV’s website: https://openrov.dozuki.com/Guide/OpenROV+Operators+Manual/80 
For several of these tests, weighted whiffle balls are used. To create these, 42 millimeter 
diameter whiffle balls are used. These are commonly found, and normally used for golf 
practicing. To keep them from floating, a knife is used to cut a slot between two of the holes on 
the whiffle ball. Then, a penny inserted in the slot. The slot should stay tight enough so that the 
penny cannot fall out of the ball. All whiffle balls that are used must be weighted in this fashion. 
A description and procedure of each test is listed on the following pages, and a data collection 
table is provided on the final page of this appendix.  
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Test #1: Imitation Urchin Collection Speed 
 
Purpose 
The goal of this test is to determine the rate at which the ROV can collect imitation urchins. The 
imitation urchins used are whiffle balls with pennies inside of them so that they sink properly. 
The test is performed with the imitation urchins closely grouped to simulate urchin groupings in 
the ocean. 
Materials 
 ROV 
 Laptop that is setup to control the ROV 
 50 whiffle balls (42 millimeter diameter, with pennies inside to adequately sink them) 
 Hula hoop (roughly 40 inches in diameter) 
 Stopwatch 
Location 
This test should take place in a dry area with ease of access to non-flowing water. The ROV 
must have adequate room to maneuver, and minimal current to keep the tests controlled. A clean 
swimming pool that is at least 3 feet deep is ideal. Do not operate the ROV in a pool with people 
in it. 
Safety 
There are few risks involved with this test. Proper safety procedures for being near water and 
electronics should be observed. For more information refer to the DesignSafe Report. 
Procedure 
Step 1: Place a hula hoop on a flat section of the pool, in about 4 feet of water. 
Step 2: Spread 50 whiffle balls of 42 millimeter diameter inside of the hula hoop. 
Step 3: Place ROV in pool and verify that it is operational. 
Step 4: Maneuver the ROV to the surface directly above the whiffle balls. When the operator of 
the ROV is ready, start the timer and collect as many of the whiffle balls as possible. 
Step 5: Collect the whiffle balls until they are all collected, the tank is full, or until one minute 
has passed. 
Step 6: Take the ROV out of the water, and record how many whiffle balls it has collected. Also 
record the time taken to collect the whiffle balls. A data table for this purpose is provided on the 
final page of this appendix. 
Step 7. Repeat this process for four more trials. 
 
Success Parameter 
The device will be considered acceptably operational if it can collect 20 imitation urchins per 
minute.  
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Test #2: Collection Quantity 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this test is to estimate the maximum carrying capacity of the container, thereby 
giving an estimate of the packing efficiency expected for the full scale model. 
Equipment Needed 
 ROV 
 Laptop that is setup to control the ROV 
 50 whiffle balls (42 millimeter diameter, with pennies inside to adequately sink them) 
Location 
This test should take place in a dry area with ease of access to non-flowing water. The ROV 
must have adequate room to maneuver, and minimal current to keep the tests controlled. A clean 
swimming pool that is at least 3 feet deep is ideal. Do not operate the ROV in a pool with people 
in it. 
 
Safety 
There are few risks involved with this test. Proper safety procedures for being near water and 
electronics should be observed. For more information refer to the DesignSafe Report. 
 
Procedure 
Step 1: Spread 50 whiffle balls of 42 millimeter diameter around the pool. Whiffle ball spacing is 
not important for this test. 
Step 2: Place ROV in pool and verify that it is operational. 
Step 3: Use the ROV to intake balls until the tank is full, or the ROV cannot collect any more 
balls. If all balls are collected, add more to the pool until the ROV cannot collect any more. 
Step 4: Take the ROV out of the water, and record how many whiffle balls it has collected. A 
data table for this purpose is provided on the final page of this appendix. 
Step 5. Repeat this process for four more trials. 
 
Success Parameter 
The device will ideally be able to store 80 imitation urchins before it can no longer pull in any 
more.  
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Test #3: Carrying Capacity  
 
Purpose  
This test will determine how much mass the device can carry before it must unload. This fraction 
of maximum capacity will be used to size the full-scale container.  
Equipment Needed 
 ROV 
 Laptop that is setup to control the ROV 
 200 pennies 
 Kitchen scale 
Location  
This test should take place in a dry area with ease of access to non-flowing water. The ROV 
must have adequate room to maneuver, and minimal current to keep the tests controlled. A clean 
swimming pool that is at least 3 feet deep is ideal. Do not operate the ROV in a pool with people 
in it. 
 
Safety  
There are few risks involved with this test. Proper safety procedures for being near water and 
electronics should be observed. For more information refer to the DesignSafe Report. 
 
Procedure 
Step 1. Place ROV in pool and verify that it is operational. 
Step 2. Add 25 pennies to the collection tank on the ROV, then try to maneuver the ROV around 
testing area. 
Step 3. Repeat adding increments of 25 pennies until the ROV becomes undriveable for any 
reason. This can include the ROV not being able to surface, the ROV tipping backwards, or other 
driving problems. 
Step 4. Record the number of pennies added before the ROV becomes undriveable, along with 
observations about how the ROV drove with added weight. Also record the manner in which the 
ROV became undriveable. 
Step 5. Dry off the pennies that were recorded for the previous step, and weigh them on the 
kitchen scale. Record this value. 
Step 6. Repeat this process for four more trials. 
 
Success Parameters 
 The device should be able to operate properly up until 2.5lbs are in the storage container. 
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Test #4: Current Resistance 
 
Purpose 
In the ocean the ROV will experience swells and currents that will push it around. The driving 
thrusters need to be strong enough to overcome this current. The purpose of this test is to 
determine the maximum velocity of the ROV with the given motors. 
Equipment Needed 
 ROV 
 Laptop that is setup to control the ROV 
 Stopwatch 
 Measuring Tape 
Location 
This test should take place in a dry area with ease of access to non-flowing water. The ROV 
must have adequate room to maneuver, and minimal current to keep the tests controlled. A clean 
swimming pool that is at least 3 feet deep is ideal. Do not operate the ROV in a pool with people 
in it. 
 
Safety  
There are few risks involved with this test. Proper safety procedures for being near water and 
electronics should be observed. For more information refer to the DesignSafe Report. 
 
Procedure 
Step 1. Measure the longest dimension of the pool with the measuring tape and record this value. 
Step 2. Place ROV in pool and verify that it is operational. Set the drive speed setting to 5. Refer 
to the operators manual for instructions on how to do this. 
Step 3. Start the stopwatch and drive the ROV across the pool at full speed. Record how long this 
drive takes. 
Step 4. Repeat this process for four more trials. 
 
Success Parameter 
3 feet per second will be considered a satisfactory driving speed for the ROV to overcome most 
ocean currents. 
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Table 1. Test data 
Date:  
Participants:  
ROV 
Version: 
 
Qualitative 
Observations: 
 
 
Table 2. Collection speed data table (test 1) 
Trial Number Collection Time (s) Whiffle Balls Collected 
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
 
Table 3. Collection Quantity data table (test 2) 
Trial Number Quantity Collected Qualitative Observations 
1   
2  
3  
4  
5  
 
Table 4. Carrying capacity data table (test 3) 
Trial Number Pennies 
Carried 
Mass Carried 
(lb) 
Qualitative Observations 
1    
2   
3   
4   
5   
 
Table 5. Current resistance data table (test 4) 
Trial Number Distance Driven (ft) Time Taken (s) 
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
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Appendix N 
Gantt Chart 
 
